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February 28, 1980

I wanted to ask you first of all, are you from Missis

sippi originally?

.r '
.

Qui11 i n g

CW

My home was at Vaughan, Mississippi.

BA

That's still in Yazoo County, isn't it?

CW

Yes.

BA

What about your parents.

CW

They all lived up around Vaughan.

* ■

Where were they from?

We were born and

raised around the tow^n of Vaughan.
Oh

80-112 Charity Wilson

BA

What was your maiden name?

CW

Smith.

BA

What about your grandparents and how far back does

Quilting

Charity Smith.

your family go in Yazoo County?
CW:

Well, I can remember my grandmother on my daddy's side

My grandmother on my mother's side died when she was a

girl.

So, I can't remember any grandparent on my mother's

side, grandmother nor father. But I can
A.
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mother and grandfather on mv father'q
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dead

BA:

Were they also born

CW:

They were.

remember my grand-

side.

n/-\uf
now.

near Vaughan?

So they are

• ■
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BA

Well, your family goes back a long ways In Yazoo County

CW:

That's right.

BA; What about your husband's family?

CW: Their home is here, and they were all born here, right
around here, somewhere in the area of Bentonia.

BA: And how many generations back does his family go here?
Do you know?

CW: Well, right now, the mother, the father, they're dead
now, the grandfather on his father's side. But he couldn't
remember the grandmother on his father's nor mother's side.
Thsy wore both dead when he was born.
BA: Tell me a little about yourself, where you went to
school.

CW

I went to elementary school at Vaughan, Mississippi.

Gus Campbell was the name of the school.
BA:

It's not there any longer is it?

CW:

Its not there.

And I finished high school at Lexington

Ambrose High in Lexington, Mississippi.

I have received a

B.S. and a Master's degree from Jackson State College, and I
have done further study at Jackson State.
BA

What was your Master's degree in?

CW

Elementary education.

BA

O.K. After you got your Master's degree

was that when

you began teaching?

CW: NO, I had begun teaching before I got eith« .
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degrees. You know, at that ti
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school, they would let you start teaching then. But after
I finished high school, I think I taught one or two years
t

and went to school in the summer.

BA:

Where did you teach?

CW: My first teaching was done at Traveler's Rest in Yazoo
County. It's on the west side, down below Satartia.

/

CW: And I worked down there for two years, and I married
Tampa, and I worked at Liberty for one year. Then I came
down to Mosely. That was the school right around the church
we belonged to. And I worked there until they built a new
school down here at Gibbs. And I've been there ever since
'59.

BA: Well, you've been at Gibbs for quite awhile. So you
were one of the first teachers in that school?

How many

people are still left teaching at Gibbs that started teach
ing when you did?

CW:

It's about five of us there that started when I did.

BA:

Let me ask you now about the real reason I came to talk

Tell me how you

learned to do that.

CW: Well, when I was 14 years old I pieced my first quilt
It was the nine patch.

Well, I didn't

do any more piecing

tonia. #nd she had so

one ley to gise

„„o

t
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BA: Oh, I'd hadn't heard of that.

to you today, and that's your quilting.

V

">0 hhUts. Sho said, "ho
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I'm not going to give you one; I'm going to start you

1

L.,

quilting."

And she gave me the pattern, and from then on

I started.

My first quilt I pieced in the sixties was a

Vis

star all over the bed.

BA:

You mean just one big star?

CW;

One big star, un-huh, and it was so pretty.

And she

gave me the pattern of a bow-tie and I did that one.

And

then from then on I've just been piecing quilts.
BA:

Who taught you how to do the first one when you were

fourteen?
CW

My mother.

BA

Did she do a lot of quilting?

CW

Yes, she did.

And I have three sisters, and they all

do them.

BA:

What kinds of patterns did your mother use?

CW:

Well, then she was mostly using nine patches, where

you cut the blocks in nines and sew them together.

And she

would just strip them up, get little strings and would sit

down and put them on catalogue paper and sew them together
and they would make beautiful quilts.

BA: So you would have one long string of little blocks
sewed together?
CW

Un-huh.

BA

Well, would you have plain blocks i
ih between?

CW

Sometimes.

If

would have plain blocks i
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an idea of going back piecing quilts. I had a little girl

in my classroom, and her mother had done her a patchwork
jacket, and I thought it was the prettiest thing I had ever
seen. And I came home and said, now if she can do that in

a jacket, I know I can do that in a quilt. And 1 came home
and pieced little tiny blocks, you know, a nine patch quilt,
and it was so pretty.

BA: Where did your mother get her patterns from? You said
she used mostly the nine patch?

CW: Well, I think she mostly created her patterns and that
took time.

BA: Do you have any of those or do you use any of those?
CW;

No, not too many of them.

BA: Do you have any of the quilts that she made?
CW: No, I don't have a one of the quilts that she made
because I have a daughter and a son, and they got married,
and every time they need a quilt, they come here to get one,
and that way I got rid of all the older quilts that 1 had.
BA:

What differences are there between the quilts that you

make now and the ones that your mother used to make?

CW;

Well, I mostly use a pattern.

From time to time I ord

er these books with all these quilt patterns or go to the
.■■ ■ V',). -

library and check one out.
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She mostly created l^er own pat

terns, but now we go buy the patterns

that we see i n the

books.

BA: Where did she get the fabri

ri c tor her quilts?

6

CW;

Well, scraps from dresses.

It was five sisters, and
.f

you know, she was doing the sewing for us herself, and she
would use those scraps that was left from the dresses.
BA:

What about the backing of the quilt?

CW;

She would mostly use yellow domestic, something like

that for the back.

BA;

Was that just muslin?

CW

Un-huh.

BA

And would she buy that specially?

CW

Yes, and I think it was about 10^ or 5^ in those days

a yard, and that would make the quilt real pretty after she
had quilted it by hand, with this muslin backing.
BA;

What about the filling for the quilt?

CW;

We used the cotton from the gin, you know, the left

cotton from the gin after somebody had ginned it. there and

they would usually get a sack of cotton, and she would put
this backing down on the floor and then put this cotton in
there and beat it with a stick or something and then pull it

and place it on this backing and lay the top over it and
put it in the frame and quilt it.

BA;

That's interesting about getting the cotton in a sack

Was it all lumpy?

CW:

Sometimes it would be lumpy, and that

have to beat it, sort of scruff it
It

so bad because they was losi

S

Why they would

up and, make it not

sing the needle when they

quilting by hand.
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BA: Now, I haven't ever made a quilt myself.
CW:

She nuff?

BA: But I'm dying to; I'm saving up for it. But I know
there are two parts to putting a quilt together. There's

piecing the top of it, and then there's the actual quilt
ing. Now, are there special patterns for the quilting
stitches?

CW: No, not necessarily. If you would just let me show
you something.
BA:

Sure.

CW.

I have one out here.

BA: You want me to come out there?
CW:

No, I can bring it.

BA:

All right.

CW: I have several, you know, I had gotten them out so I
could show them to you.
BA

Oh, good.

CW

Now this is a star that I had done, all over the bed.

BA

Ooh, isn't that pretty. Oh, that's beautiful.

CW

I have it all ready to be quilted.

BA

Is that rectangular?

Oh, it is, un-huh.

corners on it. Oh, that's beautiful.

Yeah, it has

Now, is that the

same

pattern as the first one you made in the sixties?
CW:

M.

That's right,

It is.

BA: And, do you go out and buy the fabric specxally.
CW: No, at the time my daughter was taking in ■ "
in sewing, and

Kh.'". '
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she would sew for me and herself, and then other people.
And these are the scraps that was left from the dresses that
she made for other people.

BA:

They go together so beautifully.

beautiful.
'u

Oh, that's Just

Now, are you making this for somebody?

> J

CW:

After I get them made, I've been taking them to the

arts festival up there.
choice.

And this is what you call clay's

It has been quilted.

Now, what did you call this?
Clay's choice.

Clay's choice.

Where did you get that name?

Well, this came out of one of the traveling books I
was telling you about.

BA:

Un-huh.

Well, that's beautiful.

It looks like a pin-

wheel, doesn't it?
CYJ:

It does.

BA:

And this one has already been quilted.

Is that what

you would call a block?

CW:

Un-huh, this is one block.

BA; How many of those blocks would you have in a double
wedding ring?

CW: Fifteen, I have to have fifteen of these

BA; Oh, boy. Now, where did you get the fabric.
%
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From your daughter again?

that?

them With. • I'
Just always buyever buy any fab ■

P^ece

something to fUl

9

it in with,

BA:

Un-huh.

Now, how are you going to quilt that star?

CW: I've got to get my backing for it, you know, and put
Just a little bit of cotton in it, and I'm going to buy the

padding to pad it with and going to quilt it by hand Just
like this.

BA:

But I was wondering what pattern of quilting you were

going to use. You're Just going to do this straight line?
CW: We're Just going to go right around, Just do it around
the stars.
BA

So you go around each of those little diamond things?

CW

That's right.

BA

Oh.

CW

Let's see, I've got one over here that's not like that

one.

It was mostly quilted right around the star, and it

looks better on the other side. Its so heavy.

It's pret

tier on the back than it is on the top of it.

BA; Its so pretty. Oh, now, this is a bunch of little
Stars.

CW:
h- .aKc'*'.'

That's right.

This is about nine or twelve.

BA: Now, what would you call this to distinguish i
it from
fs'lrftS-.-.-T,

that one?

i-' v •,

CW:

This is a long star here

all over the bed.

' and 1 just call thi

There

^ longhorn star that'

a the Star

^ similar

to this one.

BA: Now, that pattern, i
s that the
your friend
^ you?
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CW:

This Is the very first pattern that I got from her.

BA:

And where did this pattern come from?

CW:

This one came out of a book we had.

BA:

Just like this clay's choice?

CW:

Un-huh.

BA:

Let me help you fold these.

CW;

I can get them back there.

BA:

What's this one?

CW'

This is just a little star all over the bed.

BA'

Oh, that's pretty.

I hadn't seen this one.

Now, when you choose the fabric to

make a star like that, do you try to have all the same kind
,r-

of fabric to make it with?

CW:

Yes.

V:.;

Its all mesh, and this is cotton here.

this one is all knit here.

(h

And

I think they're a little diffi

cult to quilt if you have cotton and knit and all that.
BA:

Yeah.

Now, part of this is machine done, or was it

bought that way?
CW

This was bought that way.

BA

Now, you piece them and you quilt them all by hand?

CW

Yeah.

BA

Oh, boy.

How long does it take you?

Let's say, how

long would it take you to put that big one together'?

CW; Like, if I had time to just quilt every day i could
do it in two weeks, because we're doing one for our ch urch
now, and we've been working on -i +

^

lady and myself are doing the

■'•i
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about two

.

Anothe-

and another Udy

